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Abstract: Ocean acidification (OA) results in reduced seawater pH and aragonite 

saturation state (Ωarag), but also reduced seawater buffer capacity. As buffer capacity 

decreases, diel variation in seawater chemistry increases. However, a variety of ecosystem 

feedbacks can modulate changes in both average seawater chemistry and diel seawater 

chemistry variation. Here we model these effects for a coastal, reef flat ecosystem. We 

show that an increase in offshore pCO2 and temperature (to 900 µatm and + 3 °C) can 

increase diel pH variation by as much as a factor of 2.5 and can increase diel pCO2 

variation by a factor of 4.6, depending on ecosystem feedbacks and seawater residence 

time. Importantly, these effects are different between day and night. With increasing 

seawater residence time and increasing feedback intensity, daytime seawater chemistry 

becomes more similar to present-day conditions while nighttime seawater chemistry 

becomes less similar to present-day conditions. Recent studies suggest that carbonate 

chemistry variation itself, independent of the average chemistry conditions, can have 

important effects on marine organisms and ecosystem processes. Better constraining 

ecosystem feedbacks under global change will improve projections of coastal water 

chemistry, but this study shows the importance of considering changes in both average 

carbonate chemistry and diel chemistry variation for organisms and ecosystems. 
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1. Introduction 

Roger Revelle and Hans Suess long ago recognized a feedback loop whereby the ocean’s capacity 

to absorb additional CO2 becomes diminished the more it takes up. This property of seawater 

chemistry is described by the Revelle factor [1,2]. As sea water takes up CO2 from the atmosphere, 

protons (H+) are released, reducing seawater pH. A portion of this pH decrease is buffered by 

consuming carbonate ions (CO3
2−) and other bases [3], which reduces the seawater buffer capacity [4–6]. 

Thus, the same addition of CO2 results in progressively larger reductions in seawater pH as seawater 

pH decreases. The removal of CO2 has opposite effects, increasing both seawater pH and buffer 

capacity and resulting in progressively smaller pH increases for the same given removal of CO2. 

Overall, seawater buffer capacity reaches an absolute minimum at pH ~7.5 [6]. Buffer capacity also 

increases with increasing temperature due to shifts in acid-base dissociation constants [5,6], though 

this effect is small over the likely range of seawater temperature increases expected this century due to 

climate change (i.e., 1–4 °C over most of the ocean) [7]. Therefore, under anthropogenic ocean 

acidification (OA) one would expect not only a reduction in average seawater pH and aragonite 

saturation state (Ωarag) and an increase in average pCO2, but also an increase in diel chemistry variation 

due to reduced buffer capacity. However, seawater chemistry in shallow, coastal environments is often 

strongly modified by local metabolic and geochemical processes [8,9]. Ecosystem feedbacks in 

response to OA and climate change could work to either reduce or enhance changes in both average 

chemistry and diel chemistry variation under global change. 

The purpose of this study was to explore how OA, climate change, and ecosystem feedbacks are likely 

to alter the seawater chemistry in a coastal environment and to explore the potential consequences of these 

changes for ecosystem processes. We modeled the Kāne‘ohe Bay, Hawai‘i barrier reef flat ecosystem 

under present-day and two future global change scenarios as well as under various ecosystem feedback 

scenarios. Our modeling effort focuses on those processes which have major, direct impacts on seawater 

carbonate chemistry: photosynthesis, respiration, calcification, and carbonate dissolution. The model was 

parameterized primarily with field studies performed on the barrier reef flat or mesocosm studies 

performed nearby at the Hawai‘i Institute of Marine Biology (HIMB). Rather than perform a full 

sensitivity analysis, we focus our modeling effort on the best available estimates for the various 

parameters and responses of those parameters to global change. Here we show that under global 

change diel seawater chemistry variation increases (dramatically in some cases) and that various 

ecosystem feedbacks can substantially modify changes in both the average chemistry and diel 

chemistry variation over the reef. Despite the likely importance of these changes, the consequences of 

increased diel chemistry variation for marine organisms and ecosystem processes remain almost 

entirely unexplored.  
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2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Ecosystem Description 

The Kāne‘ohe Bay barrier reef flat separates the open ocean from inner Kāne‘ohe Bay, which 

contains numerous, well-developed patch and fringing reefs. The reef flat has a width of about 2.4 km 

and a mean depth of 2 m. Benthic cover on the reef flat is strongly heterogeneous. Some areas are coral 

dominated with cover on the order of 50%–90%, but much of the reef flat is dominated by turf algae or 

macroalgae with relatively low coral cover (<10%). Overall, mean coral cover across the reef flat is 

roughly 30% [10]. Most of this coral cover is comprised of the dominant Hawaiian coral species: 

Porites lobata, Porites compressa, Porites evermanni, Montipora capitata, Montipora flabellata, 

Montipora patula, Pocillopora damicornis, and Pocillopora meandrina. Due to its subtropical 

location, seawater temperature on the reef flat is somewhat low as compared to many coral reefs with a 

summertime mean of ~26 °C and a mean monthly maximum of ~26.5 °C. Rates of daily net 

photosynthesis and respiration are within ranges reported for other reefs, but the Kāne‘ohe Bay barrier 

reef flat tends to be somewhat net heterotrophic as compared to other reef flats [10]. As a consequence 

of low temperature and net heterotrophy, Ωarag tends to be low on the Kāne‘ohe Bay barrier reef flat as 

compared to most reefs (mean Ωarag ~2.85 vs. mean ~3.2–4.2 on most reefs). In spite of low Ωarag 

net ecosystem calcification rates are similar to or somewhat higher than those reported for most  

other reefs [10]. 

2.2. Modeling Approach 

The reef flat influences the overlying seawater carbonate chemistry primarily through four 

processes: photosynthesis, respiration, calcification, and carbonate dissolution. Photosynthesis 

removes inorganic carbon (CT) from sea water but has no effect on total alkalinity (AT). This increases 

seawater pH and Ωarag and decreases pCO2. Respiration has the opposite effect. Calcification removes 

AT and CT from sea water at a 2:1 stoichiometry, which has the net effect of decreasing seawater pH 

and Ωarag and increasing pCO2. Carbonate dissolution has the opposite effect. At known salinity (S), 

temperature (T), and dissolved inorganic nutrients any two parameters of the carbonate system can be 

used to calculate the other parameters. Changes in water chemistry were therefore calculated from 

fluxes of CT (mmol C m−2 h−1) and AT (meq m−2 h−1) induced by the reef. Changes in each of these 

parameters are described by the differential equations: = (− − ) × ⁄  (1)= (− ) × ⁄  (2)

where  is the rate of net ecosystem photosynthesis;  is the rate of net ecosystem calcification; h is 

the water column depth (2 m); and  is the seawater density (kg m−3). 

However, it should be noted that calculating pCO2 from CT and AT tends to underestimate pCO2 at 

high levels (up to 30% at 1000 µatm) for reasons that are not yet resolved [11]. Unfortunately, no 
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satisfactory method to address this issue has yet emerged. Therefore, the high pCO2 levels reported 

here for some model scenarios may be underestimates of the true values. 

We initially intended to model the Kāne‘ohe Bay barrier reef flat under both summertime and 

wintertime conditions. However, fewer wintertime data are available to parameterize our model, either 

from field or mesocosm studies. We did not feel confident that we could accurately capture seasonal 

differences in ecosystem responses (e.g., see [12]), therefore we restricted our modeling effort to 

summertime conditions where more data are available and parameters important to our model are 

better constrained. 

Calculations were performed using a box model assuming a well-mixed water column over the reef 

flat. All model runs were initialized at midnight (00:00 h) with offshore seawater chemistry conditions. 

Rates of photosynthesis, respiration, calcification, and carbonate dissolution were calculated based on 

these initial conditions and the resulting changes in CT and AT were calculated with Equations (1) and 

(2). These new CT and AT values were used as input parameters in CO2SYS [13] to calculate seawater 

chemistry at the next time point and the process was repeated iteratively every hour for 120 h (five 

days). In each model run the chemistry parameters and metabolic rates tended to converge to a stable 

set of solutions by day three of the model run.  

Because water flow across the reef flat tends to be principally in the direction from the open ocean 

toward the backreef, the chemistry parameters calculated here correspond most directly to those that 

would be measured on the backreef and would constitute the source water for downstream communities 

in inner Kāne‘ohe Bay. The model was run using seawater residence times of 4, 7, and 14 h, which 

correspond to typical minimum, average, and maximum residence times observed on the reef flat [10]. 

These residence times are equivalent to mean cross-reef flow rates of 16.7, 9.5, and 4.8 cm s−1, 

respectively, which agrees well with direct measurements on the reef flat [14] and are similar to those 

observed on other reefs (reviewed by [15]). Previous work has shown that flow velocity can have large 

effects on the metabolic rates of some marine organisms (e.g., [16]); however, few data were available 

to constrain the metabolic sensitivity of the reef flat to varied flow velocity. Therefore, we elected to 

model reef metabolic rates without including the effects of flow velocity, implicitly assuming that reef 

metabolism is independent of flow velocity over this range. However, if metabolic rates tend to increase 

with flow, as has been shown previously for some organisms, the changes in water chemistry modeled here 

will tend to converge toward those obtained under the intermediate seawater residence time (7 h). 

Ecosystem responses were modeled under present-day summertime temperature and pCO2 

conditions (26 °C, 400 µatm) and two future scenarios: 27.5 °C, 600 µatm and 29 °C, 900 µatm [7]. 

For all model runs we held constant temperature (as above), salinity (S = 35 ppt), and inorganic 

nutrients (zero), both offshore and on the reef flat. The offshore water flowing onto the reef was held at 

constant AT (2275 µeq kg−1) and CT (1972.84, 2041.72, and 2104.06 µmol kg−1, respectively, for the 

three scenarios above).  

Air-sea gas exchange also affects CT through CO2 exchange. However, at typical wind speeds 

measured nearby at HIMB we estimated that gas exchange would induce carbon fluxes <3 mmol C m−2 h−1 

even under the most extreme scenarios modeled here, and usually much less. Carbon fluxes due to reef 

metabolism therefore exceed those due to gas exchange by 1–3 orders of magnitude, so for simplicity 

gas exchange was omitted from the model. 
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The equations used to model photosynthesis, respiration, calcification, and carbonate dissolution are 

detailed below. Choices on parameterization are explained in the text and summarized in Table 1.  

Table 1. Model parameters, parameter values, and sources for values. See text for 

discussion of parameterization choices and calculations. 

Parameters Parameter value Units Source 

    

400 µatm, 26 °C 90 mmol C m−2 h−1 [15,17] 

600 µatm, 27.5 °C 96.9  Q10 from [18] 

900 µatm, 29 °C 103.6  Q10 from [18] 

    

400 µatm, 26 °C 35 mmol C m−2 h−1 [10,14] 

600 µatm, 27.5 °C 40.2  Q10 from [18] 

900 µatm, 29 °C 46.1  Q10 from [18] 

 1000 µmol photons m−2 s−1 [14] and Kāne‘ohe Bay Monitoring Program 

 586 µmol photons m−2 s−1 [19] 

 1 mmol C m−2 h−1 [17,20] 

 -6 mmol C m−2 h−1 [10,19] 

    

400 µatm, 26 °C 9.1 mmol C m−2 h−1 [10] 

600 µatm, 27.5 °C 8.463 mmol C m−2 h−1 Temperature-calcification equation from [21] 

900 µatm, 29 °C 6.552 mmol C m−2 h−1 Temperature-calcification equation from [21] 

    

400 µatm, 26 °C 9.1 mmol C m−2 h−1 [10] 

600 µatm, 27.5 °C 8.463 mmol C m−2 h−1 Temperature-calcification equation from [21] 

900 µatm, 29 °C 6.552 mmol C m−2 h−1 Temperature-calcification equation from [21] 

    

400 µatm, 26 °C 3.4 mmol C m−2 h−1 [10] 

600 µatm, 27.5 °C 3.162 mmol C m−2 h−1 Temperature-calcification equation from [21] 

900 µatm, 29 °C 2.448 mmol C m−2 h−1 Temperature-calcification equation from [21] 

    

400 µatm, 26 °C 3.4 mmol C m−2 h−1 [10] 

600 µatm, 27.5 °C 3.162 mmol C m−2 h−1 Temperature-calcification equation from [21] 

900 µatm, 29 °C 2.448 mmol C m−2 h−1 Temperature-calcification equation from [21] 

    

400 µatm, 26 °C 1.0 Dimensionless Estimated in conjunction with [22] 

600 µatm, 27.5 °C 0.5 Dimensionless Estimated in conjunction with [22] 

900 µatm, 29 °C 0.01 Dimensionless Estimated in conjunction with [22] 

2.3. Photosynthesis and Respiration 

Net ecosystem photosynthesis ( ) was calculated with the equation: =	 ( − (− ⁄ )) −  (3)
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where  is the maximum rate of gross ecosystem photosynthesis;  is the irradiance incident on the 

reef flat (µmol photons m−2 s−1);  is the irradiance at which photosynthesis begins to become light 

saturated; and  is the rate of dark respiration.  

A simplifying assumption which is usually made and which this equation implicitly makes is that 

the rate of light respiration is equal to the rate of dark respiration. While  and  can be readily 

measured, direct measurements of  and light respiration are challenging. It has been shown that 

light respiration may increase substantially as compared to dark respiration [23] and as a consequence 

 is underestimated by a similar magnitude when assuming constant rates of respiration. However, 

because both  and light respiration are underestimated proportionally they offset each other and 

the estimate of  is left unaffected, as is the resultant change in water chemistry.  

Equation (3) was parameterized by drawing from several studies.  (586 µmol photons m−2 s−1) 

was taken from [19]. They performed a mesocosm study at HIMB using an assemblage of Porites 

compressa and Montipora capitata, which is roughly similar to the coral-dominated portions of the 

reef flat, and this value compares well with those published for other reefs. Mid-day maximum  in 

the mesocosm averaged 40–50 mmol C m−2 h−1 [19] which is similar to measurements made on the 

reef flat [10,14] and similar to measurements made on other reefs [15,17]. However,  measured on 

the reef flat was much higher than in the mesocosm. While variable, mean  estimated from [10,14] 

was approximately 35 mmol C m−2 h−1 which is similar to, or slightly higher than, other reefs or reef 

mesocosms [15,17]. Because of the higher respiration rate, it was necessary to increase  relative 

to the mathematical fit from [19] to achieve the measured . Based on values from other reefs  

was increased to 90 mmol C m−2 h−1 [15,17] which provided a good fit to  observed on the reef flat. 

Temperature affects metabolic rates, which can be described by a Q10 effect. Elevated temperature 

increases rates of both photosynthesis and respiration up to critical temperatures above which 

organisms experience temperature stress and metabolic suppression. While the elevated temperature 

scenarios considered here can be stressful for certain reef organisms (especially corals which are often 

thermally sensitive) they are likely tolerable for most algae, microbes, and many other organisms 

which contribute significantly to overall reef metabolism. Yvon-Durocher et al. [18] found relatively 

consistent Q10 effects on photosynthesis (Q10 = 1.6) and respiration (Q10 = 2.5) across a range of 

terrestrial and marine ecosystems. These Q10 values were used to calculate adjusted parameters for 

Equation (3). For the 27.5 and 29 °C scenarios these were  = 96.6 and 103.6,  = 40.2 and 

46.1 mmol C m−2 h−1, respectively. OA can also stimulate photosynthesis for at least some reef 

organisms through enhanced supply of CO2 or HCO3
−. Langdon and Atkinson [19] observed roughly a 

10% increase in the rate of photosynthesis per 100 µatm increase in pCO2, relative to a baseline at  

460 µatm. Therefore Equation (3) was modified as follows to replicate the pCO2 sensitivity observed 

by Langdon and Atkinson [19]. =	 ( − (− ⁄ ))( + . ( − )) −  (4)

Incident irradiance on the reef flat was set to zero during the night. From sunrise to sunset incident 

irradiance was estimated using the equation: ( ) = 	 ( − )⁄  (5)
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where ( ) is the irradiance incident on the reef flat at time ;  is sunrise;  is the maximum 
incident irradiance; and  is the day length in hours. 

Based on in situ measurements by [14] and light attenuation coefficients measured as part of the 

Kāne‘ohe Bay Monitoring Program [24] the reef flat was estimated to receive a typical  of 

1000 µmol photons m−2 s−1 during the summer months. Day length was set to a typical summertime 

value of 13 h with sunrise at 06:00 and sunset at 19:00. 

2.4. Calcification and Carbonate Dissolution 

Net ecosystem calcification ( ) was calculated with the equation: = +  (6)

where  is the net rate of community calcification (performed by the community of calcifying 

organisms) and  is the net rate of community dissolution (performed by community of bioeroding 

organisms and through abiotic dissolution). 

It is tempting to think of these processes as gross ecosystem calcification and gross ecosystem 

dissolution, but strictly they should be considered as net processes for each community type. 

Dissolution is driven strongly by respiration and bioerosional processes occurring within the reef and 

soft sediments, but generally tends to increase as Ωarag decreases in field and mesocosm studies. 

Therefore,  was calculated as a function of Ωarag using the equation: = Ω +  (7)

where  is a rate constant and  is the y-intercept.  

Mean  on reefs or in reef-associated carbonate sediments has been reported to range from  

−0.1–13 mmol C m−2 h−1 [20,25]. Assuming that  goes to zero at approximately Ωarag = 1 [17,19], 

mean  on the reef flat was estimated to be approximately −5 mmol C m−2 h−1 at Ωarag = 1 from 

measurements on the reef flat by [10] and the mesocosm study of [20] at HIMB. Anthony et al. [17] 

saw a roughly 20% decrease in dissolution per unit increase above Ωarag = 1.Yates and Halley [26] 

observed similar sensitivity over various reef community types off Moloka‘i, which are similar in 

composition to those found on the Kāne‘ohe Bay barrier reef flat. Therefore, the model was set 

assuming a 20% (−1 mmol C m−2 h−1) decrease in  per unit increase above Ωarag = 1. 

Most studies express calcification as a function of Ωarag but recent work suggests that coral 

calcification rates as well as those of at least some other calcifiers are driven by a combination of CT 

and pH effects rather than a direct effect of Ωarag [27–31]. Taking these differences into account is 

critical when both CT and pH vary widely, such as over geological time, but OA results in only small 

changes in CT and large changes in pH making the distinction less critical over the range of chemistries 

considered here. Aragonite saturation state directly correlates with both CT and pH so it is still a useful 

proxy for these more complex CT and pH effects under elevated CO2. To allow for easier comparison 

with previous work Ωarag was chosen as the chemical parameter used to calculate .  

Net community calcification ( ) was calculated as function of both Ωarag and irradiance, since 

calcification tends to be “light enhanced” in zooxanthellate corals and in calcifying algae [32–34]. 

Recent work suggests that one of the major mechanisms by which calcification is light enhanced in 

corals is through increased energy reserves provided by the zooxanthellae [34]. Shamberger et al. [10] 
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provide data showing that calcification on the reef flat tends to begin increasing soon after sunrise, 

peaks in the afternoon, and continues at a high (i.e., light enhanced) rate for 2–4 h after sunset. This 

makes sense if corals and/or calcifying algae are using photosynthate produced during the day to 

maintain enhanced calcification rates after sunset, but eventually exhaust these supplies until the next 

sunrise. Community calcification ( ) was modeled as the sum of the dark calcification rate and a light 

enhanced calcification component with light enhanced calcification beginning at sunrise and 

continuing for 3 h after sunset using the equation: =	 ( ( ( − )⁄ ) +  (8)

where  is the maximum light enhanced calcification component;  is the rate of dark 

calcification; and  is the length of light enhanced calcification (16 h). The light enhanced 

component and dark calcification rates are further defined as: = Ω +  (9)= Ω +  (10)

where , , , and  are light enhanced and dark rate constants and y-intercepts, 

respectively. 

As above, it was assumed that  goes to zero at approximately Ωarag = 1, as observed by Langdon 

and Atkinson [19] in a mesocosm study at HIMB and in other work [17]. At Ωarag = 3 night rates of 

calcification observed by [19] were 6.8 mmol C m−2 h−1. Taking into account dissolution as estimated 

above one would predict nighttime mean  = 3.8 mmol C m−2 h−1 on the barrier reef flat, which 

agrees well with data from [10]. However, midday maximum rates of calcification were higher on the 

barrier reef flat than in the Langdon and Atkinson [19] mesocosm study for a given Ωarag. Maximum 

 at Ωarag = 3 on the barrier reef flat was approximately 22 mmol C m−2 h−1, which corresponds to  

 = 25 mmol C m−2 h−1 given the estimate of dissolution. These values were used to derive rate 

constants and y-intercepts as defined above for light enhanced and dark calcification. 

Temperature has an effect on calcification rate with maximum calcification rates occurring at a 

particular temperature optimum and lower rates at both higher and lower temperature. For most 

Hawaiian corals maximum calcification rates occur at a temperature of about 26 °C, the mean 

summertime temperature and the one used in the present-day scenario. The empirically derived 

calcification-temperature equation developed by [21] was used to calculate the effects of increased 

temperature on calcification, assuming that the relationship for the reef flat as a whole is similar to the 

one for corals. At temperatures of 27.5, and 29 °C this equation predicts calcification rates of 92%, and 

72% the rate at 26 °C, respectively, under otherwise similar conditions. The parameters from 

Equations (9) and (10) for these elevated temperature scenarios were recalculated again assuming that 

 goes to zero at approximately Ωarag = 1, but with rates of nighttime and maximum daytime 

calcification reduced accordingly. 

Community calcification rates also depend on benthic community structure and in particular on the 

abundance of calcifying organisms. Hoeke et al. [22] modeled changes in coral cover on Hawaiian 

reefs due to climate change and OA. For a 1.5 °C temperature increase (the 27.5 °C scenario here) 

coral cover around O‘ahu was projected to decrease to 45% of the present-day coverage, and to 0% 

before reaching a 3 °C temperature increase (the 29 °C scenario here). This decrease was driven 
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principally by coral bleaching-associated mortality due to periodic high temperature stress, but this 

scenario assumes that coral thermal tolerances will remain constant over the foreseeable future. At 

least some degree of coral acclimatization and adaptation to elevated temperature is likely [35–37], in 

which case this scenario would overestimate declines in coral cover. However, OA can reduce 

bleaching thresholds for some corals [38], in which case this scenario may actually underestimate 

declines in coral cover. While corals are responsible for much of the calcification on the reef, other 

calcifiers are also important. In general, many reef organisms appear less sensitive to elevated 

temperature as compared to corals (which are often highly sensitive) whereas their sensitivities to OA 

vary [20]. Given these uncertainties, high-end declines in calcifier abundance on the reef flat were 

estimated to produce abundances of 50% and 1% of present-day values for the 27.5 and 29 °C 

scenarios. Therefore Equation (6) was modified as follows: = +  (11)

where  is the calcifier abundance on the reef flat relative to present-day abundance (  = 1.0, 0.5, 

and 0.01 for the 26, 27.5, and 29 °C scenarios, respectively). 

2.5. Ecosystem Feedback Scenarios 

Five ecosystem feedback scenarios were considered here: (1) no feedbacks; (2) a calcification and 

dissolution feedback; (3) calcification and dissolution + calcifier abundance feedbacks; (4) calcification and 

dissolution + photosynthesis and respiration feedbacks; and (5) calcification and dissolution + calcifier 

abundance + photosynthesis and respiration feedbacks. Each of these five feedback scenarios were 

modeled under each global change scenario and at each seawater residence time (4, 7, 14 h). 

(1) No feedbacks: This scenario assumes that reef metabolism is not influenced by seawater 

chemistry or temperature and that community structure is stable under all global change 

scenarios. We do not consider this scenario likely but rather use it as a means to distinguish the 

influence of ecosystem feedbacks from the pure chemical effects imposed by global change on 

seawater chemistry. For this scenario reef metabolic rates were calculated as if Ωarag were 

constant at Ωarag = 2.85 and temperature were constant at 26 °C (present-day mean 

summertime values), but including the influence of irradiance on photosynthesis and 

calcification. This scenario allows us to examine how global change affects seawater 

chemistry given the same metabolic forcing and provides a baseline with which to examine the 

effects of the other ecosystem feedbacks; 

(2) Calcification and dissolution feedback: This scenario allows calcification and dissolution to 

vary dynamically depending on changes in seawater chemistry and temperature (in addition to 

irradiance), however, it assumes that temperature and pCO2 have no effect on photosynthesis 

or respiration and that calcifier abundance is constant; 

(3) Calcification and dissolution + calcifier abundance feedbacks: In this scenario calcification 

and dissolution were allowed to vary dynamically and calcifier abundance was reduced for the 

future scenarios. Temperature and pCO2 were assumed to have no effect on photosynthesis  

or respiration; 
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(4) Calcification and dissolution + photosynthesis and respiration feedbacks: Like the scenario 

above, calcification and dissolution were allowed to vary dynamically but temperature and 

pCO2 were also allowed to affect photosynthesis and respiration. Calcifier abundance was 

assumed to be constant; 

(5) Calcification and dissolution + calcifier abundance + photosynthesis and respiration 

feedbacks: Calcification, dissolution, and photosynthesis were all allowed to vary dynamically 

based on changes in chemistry and irradiance while calcification, photosynthesis, and 

respiration were allowed to change based on temperature. Calcifier abundance was also 

allowed to decrease for the future scenarios. 

2.6. Reef Edge vs. Reef Flat Calcification, and Ecosystem Calcification Thresholds 

The seaward reef edge of the Kāne‘ohe Bay barrier reef and other highly exposed reefs are rapidly 

flushed by strong wave action. This makes for a very short seawater residence time and exposes the 

reef edge and other exposed reefs to nearly constant open ocean seawater conditions [9]. Taking short 

residence time to the extreme, reef calcification rates were modeled under a seawater residence 

time of 0 h (i.e., constant seawater chemistry conditions) for the global change scenarios above, 

assuming that the reef edge has similar metabolic sensitivities to altered chemistry and temperature 

as the reef flat. Because water chemistry was constant and therefore not subject to the influence of 

reef metabolism, calcification was modeled only under the (1) calcification and dissolution; and 

(2) calcification and dissolution + calcifier abundance feedbacks. This allows us to explore how 

constant vs. variable seawater chemistry might affect ecosystem calcification rates. In addition, this 

approach allows us to examine ecosystem calcification thresholds wherein the reef edge or reef flat 

transition from net calcification to net carbonate dissolution. 

3. Results and Discussions 

3.1. Model Validation 

All model output shown below is from day five (the final day) of each model run, which tended to 

converge to a stable set of solutions by day three of each run. Data are grouped according to feedback 

scenario and seawater residence time (4, 7, or 14 h) as indicated. Within each plot, GD = calcification 

and dissolution feedback; CA = calcifier abundance feedback; PR = photosynthesis and respiration 

feedback. Model output under present-day seawater conditions is shown in Figure 1 in comparison to 

measurements taken on the reef flat by Shamberger et al. [10], where seawater residence time varied 

form ~4.5–13.6 h. Data from [10] were accessed through the Earth and environmental science data 

repository PANGAEA [39]. Hourly changes in net calcification and net production measured on the 

reef and their resultant effects on seawater chemistry as measured by Shamberger et al. [10] are 

variable among days. Nonetheless, our model appears to capture the majority of this variation across 

the three modeled seawater residence times and is generally able to recreate the dynamic changes in 

reef metabolism and water chemistry parameters observed over the diel cycle.  
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Figure 1. (a–d) Plots of modeled changes in seawater chemistry; (e) net ecosystem 

calcification; and (f) net ecosystem production in comparison to measurements made on 

the reef flat by Shamberger et al. [10], shown in grey. pH is reported here on the Total 

hydrogen ion scale (pHT). Model output is for the calcification and dissolution + 

photosynthesis and respiration feedback scenario (GD + PR) under present-day seawater 

conditions (results from other modeled feedback scenarios under present-day conditions 

are very similar). Thick, black line (a–d) shows offshore, seawater chemistry conditions. 

Thin black line (e,f) shows zero on the y-axis.  

 

3.2. Reef Flat Water Chemistry 

The effects of the various global change and ecosystem feedback scenarios on water chemistry over 

the reef flat are shown in Figure 2. As observed on some other reefs, median pH and Ωarag tend to be 

reduced and pCO2 elevated over the reef as compared to offshore conditions. This is a consequence of 

reef calcification, which consumes AT faster than CT, and in the case of the Kāne‘ohe Bay barrier reef 

flat is also due to net heterotrophy under most of the feedback scenarios. Both the degree of 

acidification via reef metabolism and diel chemistry variation tend to increase with increasing seawater 

residence time. Depending on the feedback scenario and residence time, seawater chemistry on the reef 

flat may deviate dramatically from offshore chemistry over the course of the diel cycle. The magnitude 

of the deviations increases under OA, related to reduced seawater buffer capacity, and with increasing 

seawater residence time. 

Relative to present-day chemistry conditions, predicted conditions for offshore seawater chemistry 

under the the 600 µatm CO2 scenario include a 0.146 pH unit decrease, a 200 µatm pCO2 increase, and 

a 0.663 Ωarag decrease. Likewise, under the 900 µatm scenario, offshore water chemistry is predicted to 

undergo a 0.298 pH unit decrease, a 500 µatm pCO2 increase, and a 1.247 Ωarag decrease One might at 

first expect that OA should induce changes in chemistry over the reef flat of an equivalent magnitude, 
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but this is not the case. Instead, the median acidification over the reef flat is greater than the 

“expected” acidification under the no feedbacks scenario and less than the “expected” acidification 

under the other feedback scenarios (Figure 3). It is important to note that under the no feedbacks 

scenario the metabolic forcing is exactly the same for all model runs, hence the greater-than-expected 

acidification on the reef flat is a direct consequence of reduced seawater buffer capacity under OA. 

Over the range of modeled seawater residence times this process results in an additional decrease in 

median pH (relative to the expected decrease) of 0.01–0.04 pH units under the 600 µatm scenario, or 

0.02–0.08 pH units under the 900 µatm scenario. Likewise, the increase in median pCO2 under the no 

feedbacks scenario is larger than expected on the reef flat: 39–187 µatm under the 600 µatm scenario, 

or 109–534 µatm under the 900 µatm scenario. In contrast, the decrease in median Ωarag under the no 

feedbacks scenario is slightly less than expected, as a consequence of the non-linear relationship between 

pH and Ωarag: 0.006–0.05 under the 600 µatm scenario, or 0.02–0.14 under the 900 µatm scenario. 

Figure 2. Box plots showing modeled seawater chemistry on the reef flat.  Within each 

plot boxes are arranged by offshore pCO2: the five boxes on the left side of each plot 

correspond to 400 µatm; the five boxes in the center of each plot correspond to 600 µatm; 

the five boxes to the right side of each plot correspond to 900 µatm. Thick, black lines in 

each plot show offshore, seawater chemistry conditions: solid black line = 400 µatm; 

dashed black line = 600 µatm; dotted black line = 900 µatm. Thin, black line (g–i) shows 

Ωarag = 1.  
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Figure 3. Plots showing seawater chemistry anomalies relative to present-day conditions 

on the reef flat under each model scenario. Data are hourly average maximum, median,  

and minimum. Thick, black lines in each plot show the magnitude of the anomaly relative 

to offshore, seawater chemistry conditions (i.e., the “expected” anomaly): solid black line = 

600 µatm; dashed black line = 900 µatm.  

 

Under present-day conditions the ecosystem feedbacks considered here produce only very small 

differences in seawater chemistry. In contrast, under the future scenarios the ecosystem feedbacks have 

much more pronounced effects. Reduced calcification and/or increased carbonate dissolution under 

both the calcification and dissolution and the calcifier abundance feedbacks provide a buffer against 

OA. Increased net production under the photosynthesis and respiration feedback (the P:R ratio shifts 

from a minimum of 0.84 to a maximum of 1.03) also provides a buffer against OA. These buffer 

effects become more important with increasing seawater residence time. Across all of the feedback 

scenarios (except for the no feedbacks scenario) and seawater residence times these buffer effects 

increase the median pH relative to the expected change by 0.004–0.09 pH units under the 600 µatm 

scenario, or 0.01–0.18 pH units under the 900 µatm scenario. Thus, depending on the precise feedback 
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scenario and seawater residence time, these buffer effects range from relatively trivial pH changes to 

counteracting as much as 60% of the expected acidification due to OA. The changes in median pCO2 

are more complex. Under the 600 µatm scenario the increase in median pCO2 ranges from 56 µatm 

more than expected to 66 µatm less than expected, or 86 µatm more than expected to 230 µatm less 

than expected under the 900 µatm scenario, again depending on the precise feedback scenario and 

seawater residence time. Like pH, median Ωarag increases relative to the expected change under all feedback 

scenarios and seawater residence times: 0.09–0.61 under the 600 µatm scenario, or 0.19–1.16 under the  

900 µatm scenario. Thus, these buffer effects counteract 14%–93% of the expected decrease in median 

Ωarag, depending on the precise feedback scenario and seawater residence time.  

Under all modeled scenarios diel pH and pCO2 variation (i.e., maximum diel range) increase 

relative to present-day conditions, consistent with reduced seawater buffer capacity allowing for larger 

chemistry excursions (Figure 3). Diel Ωarag variation also increases under the ecosystem feedback 

scenarios, but decreases by 0.01–0.55 (2%–22%) under the no feedbacks scenario. Across all feedback 

scenarios and seawater residence times the increase in pH variation ranges from 0.02 to 0.12 units  

(14%–66% increase) under the 600 µatm scenario, or 0.04–0.26 units (31%–153% increase) under the  

900 µatm scenario. The increase in diel pCO2 variation is proportionally much greater: 111–454 µatm 

(67%–120% increase) under the 600 µatm scenario, or 303–1227 µatm (181%–361% increase) under the 

900 µatm scenario. Except for the no feedbacks scenario, diel Ωarag variation increases under all scenarios:  

0.05–0.50 (4%–62% increase) under the 600 µatm scenario, or 0.07–1.00 (6%–119% increase) under the  

900 µatm scenario.  

When diel chemistry variation increases, the daytime and nighttime chemistry conditions become 

increasingly disconnected. As more ecosystem feedbacks are incorporated into the model scenarios, 

and as seawater residence time increases, the daytime chemistry conditions become more similar to 

present-day conditions while the nighttime chemistry conditions become less similar to present-day 

conditions, especially under the photosynthesis and respiration feedback. Hence, for any given 

scenario the acidification of seawater during the daytime is less than the median acidification on the 

reef flat and the acidification during the nighttime is greater than the median acidification (Figure 3).  

3.3. Reef Edge vs. Reef Flat Calcification, and Ecosystem Calcification Thresholds 

Net daily calcification under present-day conditions is projected to be higher at the reef edge and on 

exposed reefs than on the reef flat, due to the higher average Ωarag in offshore water (Figure 4).  

Taking into account the calcifier abundance feedback under the global change scenarios, the reef 

edge is projected to have a net calcification threshold at an offshore pCO2 ~730 µatm (~2.1 °C 

warmer), whereas the reef flat has a similar or slightly lower threshold at ~670–730 µatm (~1.8–2.1 °C 

warmer), depending on seawater residence time. If the calcifier abundance feedback is not included 

(implying that corals and other calcifiers are able to acclimatize or adapt sufficiently to survive under 

acidified conditions and during high temperature exposure) this threshold shifts to higher pCO2 values 

and warmer temperatures. The threshold for the reef edge is projected to be ~1000 µatm (~3.4 °C 

warmer). Under the calcification and dissolution feedback the threshold is projected as ~960–1020 

µatm (~3.2–3.4 °C warmer), depending on seawater residence time. However, when the 

photosynthesis and respiration feedback is included calcification on the reef flat is projected to begin to 
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exceed that of the reef edge when offshore pCO2 exceeds ~810–850 µatm (~2.6–2.7 °C warmer). 

Under this scenario the reef flat is projected to have a net calcification threshold at an offshore 

pCO2 ~1080–1200 µatm (~3.6–4 °C warmer), depending on seawater residence time. These higher 

net calcification thresholds on the reef flat occur in spite of similar or slightly lower median Ωarag as 

compared to the reef edge and are a consequence of higher daytime Ωarag values, which are especially 

important during the period of light-enhanced calcification in our model. 

Figure 4. (a–c) Plots showing integral, daily net community calcification; (d–f) net 

ecosystem calcification; and (g–i) net community dissolution  for the reef flat and the 

offshore reef edge as a function of offshore pCO2 for all model scenarios. Thin black line 

(a–f) shows zero net calcification. Note difference in scale for net community dissolution 

and that for the offshore reef edge, rates of net community dissolution are directly 

overlapping for the two modeled scenarios (g–i).  

 

3.4. Comparisons to Other Systems 

Chemical oceanographers have long recognized that ocean acidification reduces seawater buffer 

capacity, which will limit the oceanic uptake of anthropogenic CO2 [1,4–6]. However, relatively less 
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consideration has been given to the importance of reduced buffer capacity in shaping seawater 

chemistry variation. This study is among the first to estimate the magnitude of this effect and the role 

of biological feedbacks in that effect. Here we show that global change does indeed increase diel 

seawater chemistry variation, and that various ecosystem feedbacks associated with global change can 

magnify these effects such that the increased variation can be substantial (e.g., 14%–66% increase in 

diel pH variation at pCO2 of 600 µatm, or 31%–153% increase at 900 µatm). Shaw et al. [40] show 

broadly similar effects in a recent modeling study parameterized for the Lady Elliot Island reef flat, 

southern Great Barrier Reef. Despite the likely importance of increased diel chemistry variation for 

organisms and ecosystem processes, to date these effects have been almost completely unexamined in 

global change research. While our modeling effort focuses on a particular model ecosystem it is 

important to recognize that the mechanisms and effects examined here are common to many shallow, 

coastal ecosystems. Hence, any ecosystem which induces large variation in seawater chemistry as a 

consequence of ecosystem metabolism is likely to experience similar changes in seawater chemistry. 

Each of the ecosystem feedbacks considered here (calcification and carbonate dissolution, calcifier 

abundance, and photosynthesis and respiration) had large impacts on the seawater chemistry as 

compared to the no feedbacks scenario. How global change is likely to affect calcification, carbonate 

dissolution, and community structure on coral reefs and in other ecosystems is a topic of active 

research, however, relatively less is known about the effects of global change (especially elevated 

temperature) on ecosystem photosynthesis and respiration. Even relatively small changes in the rates 

of photosynthesis or respiration (<35% increase here) can result in large changes in seawater chemistry 

in shallow areas, such as on coral reef flats. Hence, better constraining photosynthesis and respiration 

feedbacks for coastal ecosystems in response to global change would markedly improve the accuracy 

of projected changes in seawater chemistry. 

Recent work has emphasized the importance of considering natural chemistry variation for 

understanding the impacts of OA on organisms and ecosystems. For example, Hofmann et al. [9] 

reported pH records from a diversity of natural habitats. At open ocean sites or those on exposed 

forereefs and shelves pH variation is quite small. In contrast, estuaries have much higher diel 

chemistry variation driven by high metabolic rates in shallow water. Extrapolating results from our 

model to other systems, we predict that OA will induce even greater diel variation in already variable 

estuarine systems. Eutrophication can amplify this variation by enhancing gross productivity, which 

then tends to stimulate higher ecosystem respiration [8,41], similar to the photosynthesis and 

respiration feedback considered here. Regions of upwelling also experience large pH variation, though 

this variation is driven more by changes in upwelling than by diel variation in ecosystem metabolism 

(outside of shallow areas). Hence, the phenomenon of enhanced acidification due to reduced seawater 

buffer capacity outlined in our model would still apply to these systems, though changes in pH 

variation are likely to be small compared to changes driven by variation in upwelling. 

Volcanic CO2 vents off Ischia Island in the Mediterranean [42,43], volcanic CO2 vents off Papua 

New Guinea [44], and ojos groundwater discharges in Mexico [9,45] show dramatic pH variation 

(0.8–1.5 units) over short periods of time, likely as a consequence of variable rates of CO2 or  

CO2-enriched groundwater discharge and variable rates of mixing with normal sea water. While pH 

variation should increase under OA, the magnitude of the increase at these sites is at least one order of 

magnitude greater than expected. Kerrison et al. [43] addressed this issue by examining the spatial 
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heterogeneity of pH variation at the CO2 vent site off Ischia. They found that sites near the vents 

experienced dramatically enhanced pH variation while a site slightly removed from the CO2 vents 

experienced both reduced pH (~0.32) and moderately enhanced pH variation (~20%), analogous to 

what would be expected due to OA alone. 

3.5. Biological Implications 

To date very little research has examined the effects of diel carbonate chemistry variation on 

organisms or ecosystem processes. Dufault et al. [46] exposed newly settled recruits of the coral 

Seriatopora caliendrum to stable low pCO2, stable high pCO2, diurnally fluctuating pCO2 on a natural 

phase (similar to the regime on the reef flat at Hobihu Reef, Taiwan), or diurnally fluctuating pCO2 on 

a reverse phase. The recruits showed higher rates of calcification and growth under the natural phase 

fluctuating regime and the high pCO2 regime as compared to the low pCO2 regime or the reverse phase 

regime. Furthermore, survivorship was highest under the natural phase fluctuating regime and lowest 

under the reverse phase fluctuating regime. The authors hypothesized that the high calcification rates 

under the natural phase fluctuating regime could be the result of the coral tissues loading CT during the 

night (when CT was high) and subsequently drawing on those resources to support higher daytime rates 

of calcification (when pH and Ωarag were high). Hence, increased diel chemistry variation due to OA 

could have a stimulatory effect on organismal calcification and recruitment, thereby counteracting at 

least a portion of the negative effects of OA on organisms and ecosystems. This effect is not included 

in our model, and it remains to be seen if the hypothesized mechanism is true, and whether other 

organisms respond similarly to diel chemistry variation. Conversely, another study performed with an 

intertidal isopod (which lives in a naturally variable environment) found lower rates of survivorship 

and behavioral differences at variable, low pH as compared to constant, low pH [47]. Given the dearth 

of information regarding the effects of carbonate chemistry variation on marine organisms it is 

impossible to evaluate how ubiquitous these effects might be. However, these studies suggest that 

changes in chemistry variation itself, independent of changes in mean chemistry, could impact marine 

organisms and ecosystems in ways that are presently difficult to predict. 

Changes in the magnitude or period of chemistry variation itself may underlie currently conflicting 

empirical results with similar mean chemistries reported in the literature. For example, if ecosystem 

processes, particularly recruitment, experience threshold effects or are especially sensitive to  

short-term, low-frequency exposure to highly acidified conditions it may help to explain observations 

made by Fabricius et al. [44] at volcanic CO2 vents in Papua New Guinea. The authors observed 

substantial reductions in recruitment and species diversity of both calcifying and non-calcifying 

species at the high pCO2 sites as compared to nearby low pCO2 sites [44]. However, as discussed 

above the carbonate chemistry variation at the low pH sites is much larger than would be expected 

as a result of OA. While median pHT at these sites is on the order of 7.7–7.8 (similar to that 

expected under OA), the lower 95% confidence interval is on the order of pHT ~7.0–7.1, yielding a 

pH range of at least 0.8–1.0 units, or about 10–30 times more variable than the control sites. In 

contrast, Shamberger et al. [48] reported opposite results at sites in Palau which are naturally acidified 

via ecosystem metabolism. Median pH in Palau is similar to the CO2 vent sites in Papua New Guinea, 

but the chemistry variation is much lower and more in keeping with what would be expected due to 
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OA. Shamberger et al. [48] observed higher species diversity among hard corals at the low pH site as 

compared to control sites at high pH. It is unknown what if any role carbonate chemistry variation 

might play in driving the observed patterns, though conflicting empirical results and the predictions of 

our model suggest this is a topic in need of investigation. 

Organismal and ecosystem responses to OA could show threshold effects whereby large responses 

are induced only after exceeding a particular chemistry threshold. Recent work has shown significant 

threshold effects for some organisms, but not for others. For example, Ries et al. [49] showed that 

calcification exhibited a threshold negative response to CO2 enrichment among a temperate coral, 

pencil urchin, hard clam, and a conch and a threshold positive effect for a lobster at a mean pCO2 

between 900 and 2900 µatm. Conversely, Comeau et al. [50] observed no threshold effect for 

calcification at a mean pCO2 up to 2100 µatm for four species of tropical coral, two species of 

coralline algae, and two species of calcifying green algae (Halimeda spp.). However, Venn et al. [51] 

observed a threshold negative effect on calcification for the coral Stylophora pistillata, but only at 

mean pCO2 > 2500 µatm. Likewise, Price et al. [52] found that the duration spent above the 

climatological minimum pH and the magnitude of the pH anomaly (due to diel pH variation) was a 

predictor of recruitment and calcification of early successional reef species such as coralline algae and 

bryozoans (which produce a hi-Mg calcite skeleton) in the Line Islands. Hence, some organisms and 

ecosystems processes may respond strongly not only to the mean chemistry conditions, but also to the 

extremes (either high or low). This effect can be observed as an emergent property of our model, since 

carbonate chemistry during the period of light-enhanced calcification is very important to the daily 

carbonate budget. For example, modeled calcification rates can be higher on the reef flat than offshore 

under the photosynthesis and respiration feedback in spite of lower median Ωarag. 

Technological advances have recently allowed for Free Ocean Carbon Enrichment experiments 

(FOCE). In these experiments, usually small quantities of CO2-enriched sea water are mixed into 

ambient sea water in situ in chemically controlled chambers, exposing organisms to environmental 

conditions very similar to ambient but with elevated pCO2. For example, Kline et al. [53] report on a 

FOCE system developed for use on the Heron Island, Australia coral reef flat. In this system the supply 

of CO2-enriched sea water is dynamically controlled to achieve a particular pH offset relative to 

ambient sea water. The actual pH offset achieved by Kline et al. [53] varied over the course of the 

experiment due largely to variable rates of flushing during tidal transitions (~0–0.5 pH unit offset, 

relative to a mean offset of 0.22 pH units), though such a system could in principle achieve a constant 

pH offset relative to ambient. However, as shown here a constant pH offset over the diel cycle does not 

adequately replicate changes in seawater chemistry induced by global change. A constant pH offset 

would result in too much of a pH decrease during the daytime and too little of a pH decrease during the 

nighttime in environments with naturally variable pH, such as coral reef flats and many other coastal 

environments. Rather than maintaining a particular pH offset, more realistic and environmentally 

relevant changes in seawater chemistry could be achieved by injecting CO2-enriched sea water at a rate 

commensurate with the rate of flushing through each chamber (e.g., 1 mL CO2-enriched sea water 

per 1 L ambient sea water, controlled according to flow rate). This type of manipulation is easily 

achieved in flow-through mesocosm experiments, where the rate of CO2 addition (or acid addition) and 

ambient seawater flow-through rate can be readily controlled [54]. 
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3.6. Ecosystem Calcification Thresholds 

Our study modeled calcification-dissolution thresholds for the Kāne‘ohe Bay barrier reef flat and 

for similar, exposed reefs. Under constant temperature (i.e., OA alone) Shamberger et al. [10] 

projected that the Kāne‘ohe Bay barrier reef flat would transition from net calcification to net 

dissolution at a mean daily Ωarag = 1.65, which would occur at a mean pCO2 ~1000–1100 µatm. Our 

model projects a similar threshold under constant temperature and community structure (data not 

shown). Net calcification thresholds for other reefs under present-day temperature and community 

structure vary widely from Ωarag < 1 to Ωarag > 4 (reviewed in [10,40]). Hence, the relationship between 

seawater chemistry and net ecosystem calcification appears to depend strongly on local factors which 

are not immediately obvious, and results from one reef cannot necessarily be extrapolated to another. 

For example, as pointed out by Shamberger et al. [10], the coral reef calcification model developed by 

Silverman et al. [25] under-predicts measured rates of calcification on the Kāne‘ohe Bay barrier reef 

flat by an order of magnitude. Taking into account the negative effects of OA and elevated temperature 

on net community calcification, Silverman et al. [25] projected that almost all coral reefs would 

experience net dissolution when atmospheric CO2 reaches ~750 µatm. In contrast, our model projects 

that the Kāne‘ohe Bay barrier reef flat and nearby reefs with similar sensitivities would not experience 

net dissolution until atmospheric CO2 reaches ~960–1200 µatm. Taking into account reduced calcifier 

abundance under global change Silverman et al. [25] projected that almost all reefs would experience 

net dissolution by the time atmospheric CO2 reaches ~560 µatm whereas our model projects a 

substantially higher threshold of ~670–730 µatm for the Kāne‘ohe Bay barrier reef flat and other nearby 

reefs. Again, these differences underscore the importance of local factors in shaping ecosystem responses 

to global change. Conditions which might cause net dissolution and long-term degradation of one reef 

may prove perfectly tolerable for another. It has also been argued that high latitude reefs like those in 

Kāne‘ohe Bay should be among the first to be negatively affected by OA due to their naturally lower 

Ωarag [55]. Instead, both our model and recent empirical work [10,20] argue that this reef appears to be 

less sensitive to OA as compared to some reefs at higher mean Ωarag, including some low latitude reefs. 

4. Conclusions 

The metabolic rates and ecosystem feedback scenarios considered here have significant 

uncertainties, but this study nonetheless provides a starting point to begin examining the importance of 

reduced seawater buffer capacity and ecosystem feedbacks in shaping coastal, seawater chemistry 

under global change. We have shown that for shallow ecosystems, such as coral reef flats, diel 

chemistry variation increases substantially under OA. However, the magnitude of the increase in diel 

chemistry variation (as well as the magnitude of the change in mean chemistry conditions) depends 

strongly on the precise ecosystem feedbacks involved, and on seawater residence time. Reduced 

calcification, increased carbonate dissolution, and increased net photosynthesis all provide a buffer 

against OA which can be quite substantial in areas where ecosystem metabolism already has a large 

effect on seawater chemistry. In other systems, such as upwelling zones, impacts are expected to be far 

less obvious. Regardless of the precise feedback scenario, relative to present-day conditions, changes 

in daytime seawater chemistry are smaller than changes in nighttime chemistry. The implications of 
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this growing disconnect between daytime and nighttime chemistry conditions for marine organisms 

and ecosystems is largely unknown. However, the few studies published to date which have examined 

the effects of diel carbonate chemistry variation on organisms suggest that variation itself, above and 

beyond changes in the mean chemistry, likely has important effects. Hence, it would be useful in future 

research to examine organism and ecosystem responses not only to a range of mean carbonate chemistry 

conditions, but also to a range of carbonate chemistry variation. In addition, better constraining 

ecosystem feedbacks under global change (especially photosynthesis and respiration feedbacks) will 

improve projections of future seawater chemistry for coastal ecosystems. 
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